Odyssey 2011
Video tutorials are available:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to: www.compasslearning.com/impact
Pick a time... pick the central standard without the states in parentheses
The next page will ask for a user name and password. User: 5019908, PW: Compass10
You are now in the Compass Learning IMPACT Teacher Academy.
Scroll to the very bottom of the page. Next to the "Content" tab, click on the tab titled
“All Videos” (the tabs are hard to read because the text is white), you will find lots of
videos to choose from.

Note:
If you log-on as a student, the student does have things available to work on, but these are not
assignments. They are "subject level access" activities. Activities by grade level are automatically
available for students to work on. When a teacher makes an assignment, it will override the "subject
level access" activities and a thick gold ring will appear around the subject circle. If a student completes
assigned work, the "subject level access" activities will appear again. This way students always have
something to experience when on Odyssey. When you generate student reports, only the teacher
assigned activities will have a score next to them.

When you first log in to Odyssey
2011, you'll see a Teacher
Dashboard page.
It will contain your students and
give you a lot of information on
students, assignments, progress,
etc. once you start using the
program.

A good video to watch is
called Teacher
Dashboard..this has some
new helpful features this
year, that we can't yet
explore because there's no
student data in your accounts
yet.

The tabs at the top provide the
navigation around the site.
The first Tab, My Students,
Will contain your classes.
The My Students Manager in the
main window provides
information on using this page.

The third tab, Assignment, has
some familiar buttons on it:
Assignment Builder, being one
that is used often.

The Assignment Builder works
like it did last year.
Choose a curriculum from the
top tabs: Odyssey Curriculum,
Explorer, Exp. TX, Math
Inervention, Common Core.
Choose a Subject,
Choose a grade
Then select activities.

The Assessment tab is where the
Test Builder is, now.

The test builder allows you to
build tests and create learning
paths for all grade levels.
It includes STARR items also.
The wizard works like it did last
year.

The Reports page will have links
to all of your reports.
The far right box has information
on the new features of this
page.
There are short (3-5 minute)
videos on the video site about
this page also.

The Content tab is where the
Curriculum Index and Resources
are located.

The Curriculum Index and
Resources look like last year's
Odyssey.

